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Rectification
Birth time and horoscope time are two different
things. These two can differ by 30 minutes and
even more. The horoscope time or chart time
determines our birth and also death.
The key or code for the horoscope time is
AR+SU-MC = AS/X
There are four different possibilities referring to
the various zodiac signs :
AS/NO, AR/AS, AS/SU and AS/MO
1) For the Aries-Houses or earth houses 1, 12, 6
and 7, i.e. the signs Libra, Virgo, Pisces and Aries
it is AS/NO.
The chart time must be interpolated so as to come
up with the equation of
AR+SU-MC = AS/NO
in these cases.
2) For the Aries-Houses 3, 4, 9 and 10 or zodiac
signs Sagitarius, Capricorn, Gemini and Cancer
the formula is
AR+SU-MC = AR/AS

3) For the Aries-Houses 2 and 8, i.e. Scorpio and
Taurus, it is
AR+SU-MC = AS/SU
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4) This is about the chart time of Barack Obama.
His zodiac sign is Leo which is Aries-House 11
and for this the formula is
AR+SU-MC = AS/MO
It also applies to Aries/Earth-House 5, Aquarius.
The birth time according to birth certificate
is 7h24m pm. = 19h24m,
which is 05:24 GMT on 5.8.1961
Barack Obama
Kapiolani M.C.Honolulu
04.08.1961 19h24m00s
+ 10:00:00
+ 157°50'01
+ 21°17'56
MC 28°55'11 Sc AS 18°05'06 Aq
05.08.1961
05:24:00 GMT / + 157°50'01 / + 21°17'56 / MC 28°55'11 Sc / AS 18°05'06 Aq
Interpolating the time to 05:12:16 GMT / local 04.08.1961 /
ends up at
modus
360°
90°
45°
22°30
AR+SU-MC = 16°28 Sg 256°27'58"
76°27'53"
31°27'53"
8°57'58"
= AS/MO = 8°58 Ar
8°57'58"
8°57'58"
8°57'58"
8°57'58"
04.08.1961
7m12m16s pm. / + 157°50'01 / + 21°17'56 / MC 26°04'29 Sc / AS 14°41'06 Aq
Now the time found must be verified and confirmed by the conception day and other criteria.
On the Day of Conception the transiting Moon
either crosses over the Ascendent or Descendent.
In order to roughly focus this day, it is best to put
the pointer on the Sun.
In normal case a pregnancy takes 270 days = 270°
This means the beginning must be in Libra or
Scorpio or even November 1960.
Easiest and quickest way is to cast a chart back 1
year so as to see how near SUt comes to the
270°axis.
Or even nearer to the point, cast a chart back 9
months, which would be 05.11.1960, November
5th, 1960.
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In this case the transiting Moon crosses over the
Ascendent on 27.10.1960.
On 28.10. MOt (outer circle) already is on 16°33
Aq while ASr is on 14°41 Aq, and thus has passed
the Radix Ascendent already.
Back to the main axis AS^MO Radix.
Now it is essential that either MCt or ASt turns
up on this axis.
In this case it is ASt
ASr^MOr = ASt/ASt
However, also the content must match.
SU/NO in this axis, (outer circle), is a 'Personal
Halfsum' which belongs to the so called 'masculine
group' with the fire planets dominating and the
houses 2 and 8.
Releasing factor for this is AS and NO.
SU/NO - masc. group - MA - UR - ZE - VU - Hs 2:8 # 8:2
releasing factor AS and NO
SUt/NOt is in 8 and ASr^MOr 180° in opposition thereto, in 2. Ascendent House.
Thus the formula SU/NO=AS is being released.
SU/NO=AS (MA - UR - ZE - VU - Hs 2:8 # 8:2)
personal (physical) connection with others;
Furthermore, there is the equation SUr/MOr = SUt/MOt
SU/MO - space/finality - ME - SA - PL - AD - Hs 1:12#12:1 6:7#7:6
releasing factor MC and MO
parents;
And also there is MO/NO. This 'Personal Halfsum' belongs to the 'feminine group' of 'Personal
Halfsums'.
MO/NO - fem. group - VE - JU - CU - AP - Hs 11:11 # 5:5
releasing factor AR
relationships of/to women;
The releasing factor AR connects to ZE and shows the picture :
ASr^MOr = ARr/MOr = ARt/ZEt = SUr/ZEr = JUt/ZEt = MAt/JUt
SO/ZE=JU - intercourse with consequences; ability to procreate;
JU/ZE=MA - happy procreation;
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parents' data
It is ideal to have the parents' data available,
Obama's parents :
mother: Ann Dunham 29. November 1942
SU 246°38 = 6°38 Sg (1)
father: Barack Hussein Obama Sr. 18. Juni 1936
SO 87°03 = 27°03 Zw (2)
Both the parents' Suns connect in the main axis,
ASr^MOr =
SUr/MOr = SU1/SUr = SU2/MOr = SU1/SU2

Nidation
Nidation normally occurs 3 - 5 days after conception, sometimes it takes even longer.
This is indicated by the connection of the 2
Moons radix and transit.
The planetary structure then shows
ASr^MOr = MOr/MOt
In this case it already happened on
28.10.1960, 28th Oct., 1960.
ASr^MOr =
MOt/ZEt = JUt/ZEt = MAt/JUt = MOt/MAt
= MOr/MOt = MEr/MEr = MEt/MEt
JU/ZE=MA - intercourse with consequences;
MA/JU - procreation; birth; child;
MO/MA=ZE - ability to procreate;
MO/MA=ME - the active brain;
MO/ME - brain; thinking capacity;
AS/MO=MA - the mother;
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